UNESCO/Paris & Shanghai/China, 1 October 2016

Dear colleague, dear friend of the performing arts, dear Internet user

Welcome to the new website of the International Theatre Institute ITI. The basic concept of it is: simple, informative, inviting to communicate with ITI. It is conceived in a way that you are be able to access it at on your computer, laptop, tablet and smartphone, independent of which operating system you are using.

The website gives you basic facts about ITI. It provides essential information about the members of ITI: the Centres and the Coordinating Members. It introduces you to the project groups, committees, forums and networks that are part of ITI. It informs you on educational projects, artistic initiatives and events of ITI.

The information is kept short. In many cases you will find links to documentations (as PDF), to websites and e-mails for more information.

And finally it gives you the possibility to subscribe the ITI Newsletter.

Over “Contact” you can get in touch with the General Secretariat or persons that you would like to approach.

Welcome to the universe of ITI. Your communication is appreciated.

With best regards,

Mohamed Saif Al-Afkham
President ITI

Tobias Biancone
Director General ITI

Malory Domecyn
Communications Officer ITI